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E. CHAU & ASSOCATES A remotely accessed lottery System in accordance with the 
1900 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE present invention, includes at least one gaming location 
SUTE 501 including a plurality of terminals, each terminal including a 
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554 display and an input device, the terminals being connected 

on a local area network. A dedicated transmission link is 
coupled to the local area network. A central Station is 
remotely disposed relative to the at least one gaming loca (*) Notice: This is a publication of a continued pros 

ecution application (CPA) filed under 37 tlOn, the central station coupled to the local area network by 
CFR 1.53(d). the dedicated transmission link. The central station further 

includes at least one computer for generating tickets to be 
(21) Appl. No.: 09/150,003 Sent to the terminals pursuant to requests by players to 

participate, wherein the tickets are digitally rendered on a 
(22) Filed: Sep. 8, 1998 display of the terminals and have outcomes predetermined at 

the central Station prior to the request for purchase and also 
Related U.S. Application Data includes a device for updating player accounts responsive to 

requests for participation and winning results as determined 
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Play Menu From the main menu the 
user Selects (1) to play and 
...they will be at this menu. 
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gaO64 Welcome to instant 4. 3O2 
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From the main menu press 
(1) to play, press (1) for 
Instant Lottery 6 and the 
user will be at this menu. 

ga You have 
intered an invalid 

enter a number 
1. between 1 & 5. 

(2) 

i GOTO 
s Page 111 

N N 1. 
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From the main menu press 
Instant Lottery 6 (1) to play, press (1) for 

instant Lottery 6, press (1) 
Select Numbers for correct entries and the 

--- user will be at this menu, / 
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From the main menu press 
Instant Lottery 6 (1) to play, press (1) for instant Lottery 6, press (1) 
Draw Numbers for correct entries, press (1) 

to confirm list numbers and 
the user will be at this menu. 

From Page 111 : 

344. 
gaO60 The lucky numbers 

are now being drawn. 
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Continue Options 
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From the main menu press 
(1) to play, press (1) for 

instant Lottery 6, press (1) 
for correct entries, press () 
to confirm list numbers, after 
the draw the user will be at 

this menu. 

GOTO 
Page 1 
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From the main menu press 
Draw 6 (1) to play, press (2) for 
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s From the main menu press 
Dr 3W 6 (1) to play, press (2) for 

Draw 6, press (1) for Correct 
Auto Numbers entries and the user will be 

----, -, at this menu. 
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From the main menu press 
(1) to play, press (2) for 
Draw 6, press (1) Auto 
generate numbers. After 

numbers are played the user 
will be at this menu. 
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From the main menu press 
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Ticket Number Confirmation 
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INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMING SYSTEM 
WITH AUDIO RESPONSE 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of appli 
cation Ser. No. 08/970,375, filed on Nov. 14, 1997. 

BACKGROUND 

0002) 1. Technical Field 
0003. This disclosure relates to gaming systems and more 
particularly, to a personal computer and telephone interac 
tive System with audio response and method. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. It is typical for state lottery systems to provide 
agents to input a Selection of lottery numbers into a lottery 
System database. Lottery players are often required to visit 
a local lottery agent located in public facilities and in Some 
instances wait in line in order to participate in the lottery. 
0006 Several Solutions have been proposed for a remote 
access gaming System in which lottery number Selection can 
be entered by telephone. One Such System and method is 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,922.522 to John M. Scanlon 
(Scanlon). Scanlon describes a customer interactive gaming 
System for periodically entering lottery number Selections 
into the lottery database from a customer Station over the 
public Switched telephone network (PSTN). Another system 
is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,415,416 to Scagnelli et al. 
Scagnelli et al. describes a wagering System which includes 
an autocall director unit (ACU) which routes calls to various 
Voice response units depending on caller response data 
entered by pressing numbers on a phone keypad. 
0007 An improved gaming system for either computer 
users or telephone users could be achieved if the System 
offered audio response over a telephone or computer net 
work Such as the Internet during game play. A more realistic 
and entertaining game could be achieved. The above men 
tioned patents do not describe Systems having audio 
responses Sent to the player over the Internet. Further, it 
would be advantageous to provide local area network con 
nections from Voice response units and the gaming System 
Servers instead of a private branch exchange link, as 
described in the above patents because the number of lines 
needed for a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) can be pro 
hibitive for high call volume systems. 
0008. Therefore, a need exists for a real time interactive 
gaming System which provides visual as well as audio 
response during game play. Further, it would be advanta 
geous to provide both personal computer and telephone 
assistance Simultaneously for playerS experiencing difficul 
ties or needing other assistance. Further, a need exists for a 
method and apparatus for an interactive computer gaming 
System which provides appealing and user friendly, inter 
faces including Sound and Video to the games remotely from 
a SCWC. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. A remotely accessed gaming system is provided 
which includes a plurality of terminals including a computer 
having a modem connecting to a telephone network or 
System. A plurality of Voice response units, each connecting 
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to the telephone System for providing prompts to the termi 
nals and responses to information entered from the terminals 
is also included. A local area network connects the plurality 
of voice response units, and a busineSS Server connects to the 
local area network for receiving and processing Subscriber 
information and providing access to a gaming computer for 
remote gaming from the plurality of terminals. 
0010. In other illustrative embodiments, the gaming sys 
tem may include a lottery computer for playing a lottery 
game. The lottery computer may include memory for Storing 
at least one set of lottery numbers to be reserved for a 
subscriber for a predetermined period of time such that the 
Subscriber participates in predetermined lottery drawings for 
the predetermined period of time. The gaming computer 
may include at least one computer for playing a plurality of 
games. The plurality of terminals may each include a 
telephone for accessing the gaming computer. The business 
Server may be accessed from the plurality of terminals via 
the Internet. The busineSS Server may include a memory for 
Storing account and Subscriber information. The gaming 
computer may send audio signals to the plurality of termi 
nals which are converted to Sound by a Sound card and 
Speaker System within the computer. The busineSS Server 
may maintain a Subscriber account balance which is debited 
when a wager is placed and credited if winnings are realized. 
The subscriber account may be credited from a credit card 
acCOunt. 

0011. A method of playing games remotely includes the 
Steps of providing a remotely accessed gaming System 
which includes a plurality of terminals including a computer 
having a modem connecting to a telephone System, a plu 
rality of Voice response units, each for connecting to the 
telephone System for providing prompts to the terminals and 
responses to information entered from the terminals, a local 
area network connecting to the plurality of Voice response 
units, and a busineSS Server connecting to the local area 
network for receiving and processing Subscriber information 
and providing access to a gaming computer for remote 
gaming from the plurality of terminals. Also included are the 
Steps of receiving entry data entered by a Subscriber from the 
plurality of terminals, accessing the gaming computer 
through the busineSS Server and interacting with the gaming 
computer to play a game. 

0012. In other illustrative methods, the plurality of ter 
minals includes a telephone for interacting with the gaming 
computer and the busineSS Server. The Step of receiving 
entry data may further include entering a personal identifi 
cation number and an account number from the plurality of 
terminals and Selecting an option from a group of options 
from the plurality of terminals. The Step of Selecting an 
option may further include Selecting a play option from a 
group of options from the plurality of terminals, Selecting a 
game from a group of games from the plurality of terminals 
and entering gaming information from the plurality of 
terminals. The Step of Selecting an option may further 
include Selecting an account balance option from a group of 
options from the plurality of terminals and entering account 
information from the plurality of terminals. The game may 
be a lottery drawing and the Step of Selecting an option may 
include Selecting a ticket confirmation option from a group 
of options from the plurality of terminals and entering ticket 
information from the plurality of terminals to receive a ticket 
confirmation. 
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0013 In still other methods, the step of accessing the 
busineSS Server may include accessing a memory of the 
busineSS Server to debit or credit a Subscriber account having 
a balance, debiting the Subscriber account by participating in 
a game and crediting the Subscriber account if winnings are 
realized. The step of debiting a subscriber credit card 
account to credit the Subscriber account may be included. 
The game may be a lottery and the Step of interacting with 
the gaming computer to play a game may include entering 
a number of lottery games from the plurality of terminals, 
entering an appropriate number of number Selections for 
each lottery game, confirming the number Selections and 
debiting a Subscriber account for the cost of participation. 
The number Selection may be selected by the gaming 
computer. The lottery may be an instant lottery and may 
include the Steps of comparing the number Selections to a Set 
of lottery drawn numbers, notifying a Subscriber if winnings 
are realized and crediting the Subscriber account with the 
winnings. The Step of notifying a Subscriber if winnings are 
realized may also be included. 
0.014) A remotely accessed lottery system in accordance 
with the present invention includes at least one gaming 
location including a plurality of terminals, each terminal 
including a display and an input device, the terminals being 
connected on a local area network. A dedicated transmission 
link is coupled to the local area network. A central Station is 
remotely disposed relative to the at least one gaming loca 
tion, the central Station coupled to the local area network by 
the dedicated transmission link. The central station further 
includes at least one computer for generating tickets to be 
Sent to the terminals pursuant to requests by players to 
participate, wherein the tickets are digitally rendered on a 
display of the terminals and have outcomes predetermined at 
the central Station prior to the request for purchase and also 
includes means for updating player accounts responsive to 
requests for participation and winning results as determined 
at the central Station. 

0015. In still other illustrative embodiments of the 
remotely accessed lottery System, the terminals may include 
a printer device for providing a printout of tickets displayed 
on the display. The dedicated link may include a wide area 
network. The terminals are preferably arranged in a kiosk at 
the gaming location. The tickets preferably include obscured 
regions having a result invisible to the player wherein the 
player indicates obscured regions to be revealed thereby 
revealing a winning or a losing ticket. The terminal may 
include a mouse input device for controlling a location of an 
on-Screen cursor, the mouse input device for indicating by 
the player which obscured regions to reveal. The display 
may be a touch Screen display and the obscured regions may 
be revealed by the player touching the obscured regions to 
be revealed. The central Station may further include means 
for accessing a State sponsored lottery computer for provid 
ing State Sponsored lottery games to players. 
0016 A remotely accessed lottery system for playing 
Virtual Scratch off games includes at least one gaming 
location including a plurality of terminals, each terminal 
including a display and an input device, the terminals 
preferably being connected on a local area network. The 
input device includes a card reader for reading an identifi 
cation card having memory Storage thereon. The card has 
identification information, account balance information and 
Statistical information Stored thereon. A dedicated transmis 
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Sion link is coupled to the local area network. A central 
Station is remotely disposed relative to the at least one 
gaming location. The central Station is coupled to the local 
area network by the dedicated transmission link. The central 
Station further includes at least one computer for generating 
tickets to be sent to the terminals pursuant to requests by 
players to participate, wherein the tickets are digitally ren 
dered on a display of the terminals and have outcomes 
predetermined at the central Station prior to the request for 
purchase. Also included is a means for updating player 
accounts responsive to requests for participation and win 
ning results as determined at the central Station, updates 
determined at the central Station being transmitted and 
Stored on the card. 

0017. In still other illustrative embodiments of the 
remotely accessed lottery System, the terminals may include 
a printer device for providing a printout of tickets displayed 
on the display. The dedicated link may include a wide area 
network. The terminals are preferably arranged in a kiosk at 
the gaming location. The tickets preferably include obscured 
regions having a result invisible to the player wherein the 
player Selects obscured regions to be revealed, and upon 
Such Selection, the System includes means for revealing a 
winning or a losing ticket. The terminal may include a 
mouse input device for controlling a location of an on-Screen 
cursor, the mouse input device for indicating or Selecting, by 
the player, which obscured regions to reveal. The display 
may be a touch Screen display and the obscured regions may 
be revealed by the player touching the obscured regions to 
be revealed. The central Station may further include means 
for accessing a State sponsored lottery computer for provid 
ing State Sponsored lottery games to players. The card 
preferably includes a magnetic Strip for memory Storage. 

0018. Also provided is a method for playing a scratch off 
lottery game with virtual tickets which includes the Steps of 
providing terminals, each having a display and an input 
device, the terminals being linked to a remotely disposed 
central Station by a dedicated link, generating tickets at the 
central Station prior to player requests for tickets Such that 
winning tickets are predetermined at the central Station prior 
to player participation, transmitting tickets to be displayed 
on the displayS, the tickets having obscured regions for 
obscuring ticket information regarding winning Status and 
revealing obscured regions on the tickets by a player to 
determine if the player has a winning ticket. 
0019. In other useful methods, the step of revealing 
obscured regions may include providing a mouse input 
device for controlling a location of an on-screen cursor, the 
mouse input device for indicating by the player which 
obscured regions to reveal. The display may be a touch 
Screen display and the method may further include the Step 
of touching the display by the player to indicate the obscured 
regions to be revealed. The Step of accessing the central 
Station by inserting a card into the input device, the card 
including personal information, account balance informa 
tion and Statistical information about the player may also be 
included. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0020. This disclosure will present in detail the following 
description of preferred embodiments with reference to the 
following figures wherein: 
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0021 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a gaming system in 
accordance with the following detailed description; 
0022 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a portion of the 
gaming system of FIG. 1; 
0023 
0024 
0.025 FIG. 5 is a call flow chart showing a main menu for 
an instant lottery 6 game; 
0.026 FIG. 6 is a call flow chart showing a number 
Selection process for the instant lottery 6 game; 
0027 FIG. 7 is a call flow chart showing a number draw 
proceSS for the instant lottery 6 game; 
0028 FIG. 8 is a call flow chart showing continue 
options for the instant lottery 6 game; 

FIG. 3 is a call flow chart showing a main menu; 
FIG. 4 is a call flow chart showing a play menu; 

0029 FIG. 9 is a call flow chart showing a main menu for 
a draw 6 game; 
0030 FIG. 10 is a call flow chart showing an auto 
number Selection proceSS for a draw 6 game; 
0.031 FIG. 11 is a call flow chart showing continue 
options for the draw 6 game; 
0.032 FIG. 12 is a call flow chart showing an instructions 
for games menu; 
0.033 FIG. 13 is a call flow chart showing an account 
information menu; 

0034) 1. FIG. 14 is a call flow chart showing a ticket 
confirmation menu; 
0035 FIG. 15 is a schematic/flow chart showing a 
remote lottery System according to the present invention; 
0.036 FIG. 16 is an illustration of a player/game report 
provided by the present invention; 
0037 FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a terminal in 
accordance with the present invention; 
0038 FIG. 18 is a illustrative schematic of a display of 
a virtual Scratch off ticket in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0039 FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of a remote ter 
minal, Such as an automatic teller machine or a vending 
machine, for use with the present invention; 
0040 FIG. 20 is an illustrative ticket/printout form the 
terminals of the present invention; and 
0041 FIGS. 21A and 21B are a front and back view of 
an identification card for use with the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0042. The present disclosure describes gaming systems 
and more particularly, a personal computer and telephone 
interactive System with Voice response and method. A gam 
ing System includes a plurality of player terminals remotely 
located from a host computer or a busineSS Server. Each 
terminal may include a telephone or a personal computer 
which connects to a central office and thereby interfaces to 
the Internet or a plurality of Voice response units. The 
gaming System provides the playerS remotely located with 
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real time casino gaming or access to a lottery data base for 
playing Selected numbers. The System includes voice 
response units for providing audio messages to telephones. 
The System also provides audio signals generated by the 
busineSS Server or a game Server via the Internet during 
game play to run “wav' files at the users PC to provide real 
time audio. The VRUs are connected to a Local Area 
Network (LAN) to better handle high volume use of the 
gaming System. 
0043 Referring now in specific detail to the drawings in 
which like reference numerals identify similar or identical 
elements throughout the several views, and initially to FIG. 
1, a block diagram showing a gaming System 10. A personal 
computer (PC) 12 and/or a telephone 14 are used by a 
customer, Subscriber or user to interface with gaming System 
10. PC 12 and telephone 14 are referred to collectively or 
individually herein as a subscriber terminal or terminal 16. 
In operation, a plurality of terminals 16 gain access to 
gaming system 10 simultaneously. Both PC 12 and tele 
phone 14 for each terminal 16 are connected to a central 
office 20 of a local telephone company where a local loop to 
which terminals 16 are connected is Switched and routed by 
known methods. Central office 20 connects terminals 16 to 
either a Web Server 26 or a plurality of Voice response units 
30 depending on the media used and the Service requested by 
the user, Subscriber or customer. 
0044) Referring to FIG. 2, it is important to note that 
VRUS 30 are connected directly to central office 20, and a 
local area network (LAN) 50 is used to connect the VRUs 
30 to a gaming portion 32 of gaming System 10. By 
connecting LAN 50 behind VRUS 30 instead of connecting 
a private branch exchange (PBX) 24 in front of VRUs 30, 
the number of connection ports and therefore the amount of 
hardware needed for processing assistance requests is 
greatly reduced. For example, having PBX 24 connect in 
front of a 5000 port VRU 30 would require PBX 24 to have 
10000 ports. Instead, with LAN 50 behind VRUs 30, only 
100 ports (lines) are needed. PBX 24 may be separately 
connected between central office 20 and a live agent 23 to 
provide a live attendant to a customer who needs assistance. 
The operation for live assistance requests will be described 
further below. 

0045 LAN 52 provides control signals to VRUs 30 from 
business server 34 or gaming servers 38, 40, 42 or 44. VRUs 
30 receive subscriber entered data from a telephone keypad, 
for example, in the form of DTMF tones, and send converted 
signals to business server 34 or gaming servers 38, 40, 42 or 
44. VRUS 30 respond to the Subscriber entered data from a 
telephone with audio responses which are Sent over the 
telephone System and heard by telephone speaker. If a PC is 
used audio Signals are Sent via the Internet to run "wav' files 
preloaded on PC 12 and converted to Sound by a PC sound 
card and Speaker. 
0046 VRUS 30 include at least one computer box con 
nected together to busineSS Server 34 or gaming Servers 38, 
40, 42 or 44 via LAN52. VRUs 30 send a command set over 
LAN 52 to business server 34 or gaming computers 38, 40 
42 or 44 which identify and prompt recordings that each 
VRU 30 should play in response to the user responses and 
requests. LAN 52 coordinates VRUS 30 to provide correct 
audio prompts and responses to the user at terminal 16. 
0047 Referring again to FIG. 1, gaming portion 32 is 
linked to a web server 26 and VRUs 30. A fire wall computer 
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19 may be used to restrict access to gaming portion 32. A 
personal identification code will be required to be entered by 
the customer from terminal 16 to gain access. Gaming 
portion 32 includes a plurality of game Servers. Game 
servers include a lottery computer 38, a Bingo computer 40, 
a Pick 3 computer 42, or a computer(s) 44 for other games. 
Other games may include casino games Such as blackjack, 
poker, horse betting, roulette, Slot machines etc. Also 
included in gaming portion 32 is at least one busineSS Server 
34 for retrieving and processing information Stored in a 
memory Storage device 36. Memory Storage device 36 Stores 
account balance information for each customer, customer 
Subscription information, customer credit account informa 
tion, etc. 

0.048. An accounting server 54 may also be included to 
calculate debits and credits for customerS Seeking account 
information and to provide debits and credits during gaming. 
Business server 34 or accounting server 54 are linked to a 
banking Server 46. Banking Server 46 processes requests for 
additional credit and debits customers accounts according to 
charges or Subscriptions incurred. Banking Server 46 can 
link by, for example modem, to a lending institution or credit 
card company to verify account information and to debit 
customer accounts for charges incurred. 
0049. The operation of gaming system is described now 
in further detail with reference to FIGS. 3-14. The system 
will be described primarily for use with a telephone, how 
ever the call flow is applicable to a PC as well. After dialing 
into gaming System 10 from terminal 16, a Subscriber is 
introduced to a main menu. The Subscriber is welcomed by 
a prerecorded greeting from VRU 30 (FIGS. 1 and 2) in 
function block 102. In block 104, the subscriber is prompted 
to enter an account number, for example, a nine digit number 
or if the Subscriber wants to open a new account, the 
Subscriber is prompted to take an alternate action, for 
example, preSS 0. If a new account is Selected, function 
block 106 directs the Subscriber to a live attendant, for 
example a customer service representative. VRU 30 requests 
a tone via PBX 24 from central office 20 (FIG. 1) and a call 
is placed to the live attendant (customer Service). If an 
account number is entered in block 104, the account number 
is checked for validity in block 108. If the account number 
is not valid, the Subscriber is informed in block 110 that the 
number is not valid and VRU 30 requests that the subscriber 
try again. The Subscriber is returned to block 104 to reenter 
the account number. 

0050. If the account number is valid, the subscriber is 
granted access to the main menu from block 112 which can 
be accessed from anywhere in the Sequence by entering a 
code, for example an asterisk (*) from the telephone keypad 
or typed from a PC. The subscriber may also exit from the 
main menu by entering another key or keys, for example an 
asterisk (*) from the telephone keypad or typed from a PC. 
The Subscriber can now choose between beginning to play 
(1) in block 114, adding money or credits to their account (2) 
in block 116 or receiving ticket number confirmation (3) for 
lottery games in block 118. If exit (*) is chosen in block 112, 
a message from VRU 30 is played thanking the subscriber 
for their patronage and disconnecting the Subscriber from 
gaming System 10. 

0051) If the subscriber selects the play option in block 
114, a play menu illustrated in FIG. 4 is accessed. The play 
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menu shows by example two options. It is contemplated that 
other games may be played in the same manner as described 
herein using the same menu driven Sequence. In block 202, 
the Subscriber Selects between for example a instant lottery 
6 in block 204 or draw 6 game in block 206 by entering or 
pressing the appropriate key as instructed by a System 
prompt which may be audio (or visual for a PC). The 
Selection choices may also include an option for game 
instructions as in block 208. A menu for each individual 
Selection provides access to Sub-menus. 

0.052 Referring to FIG. 5, if instant lottery 6 is selected 
in block 204, the subscriber is welcomed to Instant Lottery 
6 in block 302. The subscriber may return to the main menu 
by entering an asterisk (*) for example. Otherwise the 
subscriber is updated in block 304 on the number of credits 
or the amount of money available in the subscriber's 
account. In block 306, Subscriber is given a charge rate for 
playing a game, minimum bets maximum payoffs or other 
pertinent information related to the current game. The Sub 
Scriber is prompted by gaming System 10 to enter the 
number of games the Subscriber wishes to play. 

0053 Requests for other information may be required in 
block 308 for example the form in which the winnings may 
be taken, i.e. cash or credit, payments or lump Sum, etc. In 
block 310 and 314, the requested amount of tickets or the 
amount of the wager is tested to determine if “house' limits 
are exceeded or to determine if the Subscriber entered data 
is valid. If the criteria is met, for example in blocks 310 and 
314, the subscriber is informed of the problem in blocks 312 
and 316, and the Subscriber is returned to block 308 to 
reenter new information in compliance with the restrictions 
or to correct an error. If the information entered by the uses 
is valid and within acceptable limits, the subscriber is 
informed of their bet, given pertinent details related thereto 
and given an account balance in block 318. The subscriber 
is also given an opportunity to correct errors if the infor 
mation is incorrect as given in block 318. The subscriber 
may choose to return back to block 308 to correct any errors. 

0054) Referring to FIG. 6, after block 318, the subscriber 
is informed of the game number prior to Selecting the 
numbers for the lottery game in block 320. Subscriber is 
informed in block 322 as to any limitations, for example the 
number range, of the numbers to be Selected. Numbers may 
be selected automatically for the Subscriber by entering a 
pound sign (it), for example. If the pound sign (#) is selected, 
the Subscriber is given each number one at a time in blockS 
324 and 326. When all the numbers have been automatically 
Selected, the Subscriber is directed to block 340, informed 
again of the numbers Selected and allowed to Verify the 
numbers selected. If the subscriber chooses to pick their own 
numbers, the gaming System 10 verifies that the numbers 
selected are not duplicates in block 328. If the number 
Selected is a duplicate of a prior number, the Subscriber is 
informed in block 330 and returned to block 322 to reenter 
a number. If the number is not a duplicate, the Subscriber is 
asked to verify the number in block 332. The number 
selected is then tested for validity in block 334, for example 
the number selected is out of range, as shown in block 336. 
In block 338, the subscriber is looped back to block 332 and 
through the number Selection proceSS until all the numbers 
for all the games have been selected. Then the numbers for 
each game are verified by the subscriber in block 340. 
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0055 Referring now to FIG. 7, the gaming system 10 
draws numbers and reports the numbers to the subscriber in 
block 344. The gaming system 10 compares the results to the 
numbers selected by the subscriber in block 346. If matches 
are made between the numbers, block 348 directs the 
Subscriber to block 350 and is informed of the Subscriber's 
winnings. Each game played is looped through this Sequence 
and the total winnings are reported to the Subscriber in block 
354. Referring to FIG. 8, the subscriber is prompted with 
continue options in block 356. A selection may now be made 
to continue to play the present game in block 358, Select a 
different game in block 360 or return to the main menu in 
block 362. 

0056. If the draw 6 option is chosen in FIG. 4, the 
subscriber accesses the draw 6 menu. The subscriber may 
now run through the draw 6 menu which is Substantially as 
described herein above for FIGS. 5-8. The draw 6 menu is 
illustrated in FIGS. 9-11. The draw 6 game is not an instant 
game So immediate winnings are not calculated therefore the 
menu of FIG. 7 is not required for draw 6 and is therefore 
eliminated and replaced with block 442a in FIG. 10. Block 
442a gives the subscriber ticket numbers for each draw 6 
game. The Subscriber is notified of any winnings by either a 
phone call or an email message Sent to the Subscriber's 
terminal 16. 

0057 Referring back to FIG. 4 and then to FIG. 12, the 
subscriber selection for game instructions in block 208 
transfers the subscriber to a game instruction menu (FIG. 
12). The Subscriber is prompted to select a game from a list 
of choices in block 502. After selecting a game the Sub 
Scriber listens to instructions on how to play that game as in 
blocks 506 and 510. When finished, the subscriber is 
returned to the play menu (FIG. 4). 
0.058 Referring back to FIG.3 and then to FIG. 13, from 
the Selection of block 116 account balances are made 
available to the Subscriber. The gaming System disclosed 
herein may be incorporated and used with the banking 
system described in detail in a related application “INTER 
ACTIVE BANKING SYSTEM”, (attorney docket no. 438 
71) filed concurrently with the present application. The 
disclosure of that application (438-71) is incorporated by 
reference herein. Block 602 updates the Subscriber's account 
balance and prompts the Subscriber to make a Selection to 
either add credits or money to the account balance or to exit 
back to the main menu. In block 604, the Subscriber is told 
which credit card or line of credit will be charged to increase 
the account balance. In blocks 606, an amount is entered by 
the subscriber (block 606), verified (block 608) and the 
credit limit checked (block 610). If the credit limit is 
exceeded, the Subscriber is informed of this fact in block 612 
and returned back to block 606. If the credit limit is not 
exceeded the Subscriber is updated on the new account 
balance in block 614 and returned to block 112 of the main 
menu (FIG. 3). 
0059 Referring back to FIG.3 and then to FIG. 14, from 
the selection of block 118 ticket numbers may be confirmed 
by the Subscriber. For example, prior to a periodic drawing 
of a lottery number for draw 6, a subscriber may want to 
verify the number selection made previously. The Subscriber 
is prompted to have the ticket numbers ready in block 702. 
The subscriber is then prompted to enter the ticket numbers 
in block 704. The ticket numbers are verified in block 706, 
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and in block 708 the subscriber is informed of the invalidity 
of a ticket number. The Subscriber is returned to block 704 
block 708. If the ticket number entered is valid the list of 
numbers for that game is announced to the Subscriber in 
block 710. The subscriber may then select to verify other 
ticket numbers or be returned to block 112 of the main menu 
(FIG. 3). 
0060 Although the previous examples describe two ver 
Sions of a lottery game, other games of chance are contem 
plated with slight variations to the above described call flow. 
For example, a blackjack game can prompt a Subscriber to 
enter an amount to bet, ask whether the Subscriber wants a 
"hit', double down etc. 
0061 An exclusive-number type lottery is also contem 
plated. A Subscriber Subscribes to a number or a Series of 
numbers to enter into a lottery, for example. A Set of 
numbers is selected by the subscriber. The set may be made 
exclusive to the Subscriber, i.e., only a Single Subscriber can 
have the Set of numbers Selected and reserved by gaming 
system 10. These numbers are stored in memory for each 
Subscriber. In this way, a lottery game that Selects a reserved 
number can have only one winner. This is guaranteed by 
gaming System 10. The exclusive-number type lottery may 
be played for a predetermined time, e.g. for 6 months, 1 year, 
10 years, etc. Preferably, the lottery is a lifetime exclusive 
lottery. When a subscriber decides to join the lifetime lottery, 
the Subscriber is prompted to enter a Set of numbers. After 
entering the Set of numbers the gaming System 10 deter 
mines if the entered number Set is already taken. If So, the 
number Set is rejected and the Subscriber is prompted again 
to enter a new set of numbers. The gaming System 10 playS 
those numbers in Subscriber Selected drawings until the 
subscription is terminated by the subscriber. The subscrib 
er's credit account is debited each time a lottery drawing in 
which the subscriber is entered is performed. In the event 
that the subscriber wins, the subscriber is automatically 
notified by the gaming System by either telephone of email 
or both. 

0062) The system can provide real-time audio response to 
the gaming events for example, call out the lottery numbers 
as they are drawn and announce jackpot winnings. PC 18 
requires a Sound card and a speaker System in order to 
reproduce audio crated by preloaded “wav' files when 
signals are sent via the Internet to PC 12 to run the “wav” 
files. 

0063 Referring again to FIG. 1, responses and prompts 
given by gaming System 10 to the Subscriber are audio 
signals from VRUS 30 as well as menus visible on a monitor 
of PC 12. Various VRUs 30 are selected to respond at 
various times during the call flow as described above in 
FIGS. 3-14 above. A Subscriber of a PC 12 will be able to 
hear real-time audio messages created on PC 12 as prompted 
by signals sent via the Internet over LAN 52 from business 
server 34 or gaming server 38, 40, 42 or 44. 
0064. It is further contemplated that the gaming system 
10 is usable through either PC 12 or telephone 14 or a 
combination of both. Although encryption over the Internet 
is more readily available, Subscribers may feel uncomfort 
able disclosing credit card numbers or other personal data 
over the Internet. A telephone can be used instead to access 
the gaming System to provide Sensitive Subscriber informa 
tion. Also, it may be necessary to receive online help from 
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a live attendant. VRU 30 can be activated to alert and call the 
live attendant. A code, for example 0, can be entered to alert 
VRUS 30.VRUS 30 Send a Switch hook flash to central office 
20 to request a dial tone. When the dial tone is received VRU 
30 is terminated and the call is redirected to central office 20 
and is answered by PBX 24. A recording is played for the 
Subscriber. The Subscriber can now Select an action from a 
menu which includes the live attendant. 

0065 Referring to FIG. 15, another gaming system 200 
is shown. A plurality of lottery terminals 202 or PCs 238 are 
remotely located from a central Station 212. Lottery termi 
nals 202 may be located at a gaming hall or other remote 
location where lottery-type games may be played. Lottery 
terminals 202 include an input device and a Video display. 
Lottery terminals preferably include a printer device for 
printing out tickets to memorialize a player's gaming history 
or as proof of winnings. Lottery terminals 202 may be 
arranged in a kiosk 204 for providing player Stations to a 
plurality of players simultaneously. PC 238 also provides 
access to central Station 212 from any remote location. PC 
238 includes a modem for connecting to central station 212 
and appropriate Software which may be downloaded from 
central Station 212 as needed or provided on a memory 
storage device. PC 238 may be connected via the Internet to 
a fire wall computer 210 for accessing central Station 212 via 
a dedicated link 252. 

0.066 Lottery terminals 202 preferably require an iden 
tification card 300 (FIG. 21) for enabling play by players. 
Players are issued cards 300 which have memory storage 
capability. Stored information includes the players name, 
identification number or password, account information 
Such as account balances and Statistical data including 
personal performance data, gaming history data as well as 
other Statistics. Also, debit and credit information is Stored 
on card 300 (FIG. 21). Card 300 may have an account 
balance increased by agent 230 or by using a device which 
accepts money directly. Lottery terminals 202 may be used 
to increase a credit amount on a card and automatically debit 
the card in response to debits incurred during game play. PC 
users can log in to central station 212 over Internet 250 or 
through a telephone connection as described with reference 
to FIG. 1 above. 

0067 Terminals 202 are preferably connected by a local 
area network (LAN) 206. LAN 206 connects to a Switch 
208, for example, a 100 Base T switcher which provides 
Switching as is known in the art. A firewall computer 210 
limits access to central Server 212 and may be used to acceSS 
a State lottery computer 232 or other remote gaming System. 
Firewall computer 210 provides administrative information 
to an agent 230 for maintaining Security of the System. Agent 
230 may also assist in the administration of kiosk 204 and 
act as an interface to State lottery computer 232. 

0068 Another switcher 214 interfaces with central server 
212. One aspect of the present invention is that the central 
Station 212 is remotely located. A dedicated interconnect 
252 connects a plurality of kiosks 204 with central station 
212. Dedicated interconnect 252 may include a wide area 
network (WAN). A web server 218 is provided for control 
ling Internet games and interfaces for PC users and for 
accessing a game Server 220. Game Server 220 is accessed 
directly through switcher 214 for kiosk based games. Web 
server 218 and game server 220 connect to a Switcher 224 
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which interfaces to a business server 226 which functions 
substantially as described above with reference to FIG. 1. 
Switcher 224 also routes commands to a bank server 222 for 
debiting and crediting accounts as described above. Further, 
bank Server 222 can access a financial institution or credit 
card company computer 216 as described above. 

0069. A ticket generator 228 is provided and connects to 
busineSS Server 226 for providing virtual tickets to players. 
Ticket generator 228 generates and Stores tickets according 
to a predetermined Schedule of winning tickets. Various 
Systems of winning ticket determination Schedules may be 
used, for example winners may be determined based on the 
order in which they accessed the system. Preferably, the 
games offered on each of the kiosks involve games having 
winners predetermined upon Selection by a player and no 
skill is needed from the player to improve on his/her chances 
of winning. A further advantage of each System architecture 
includes multiplayer play of a single or multiple games. 
Such game or games are processed, monitored and/or out 
come predetermined from and by the Server or processor in 
the central Station. 

0070. In a preferred embodiment, ticket generator 228 
generates a plurality of tickets in an arbitrary order. AS each 
request to purchase a ticket is received from terminals 202 
or 238 a digital image is Sent and reproduced at the player's 
terminal. The ticket has a predetermined result thereon 
which is obscured from player view. The player than uses a 
cursor to indicate regions to be revealed or uses the cursor, 
a finger or other object to unobscure the predetermined 
result. Each terminal 202 accesses a printer for printing out 
tickets if desired. Further, as shown in FIG. 16, a player 
report 400 can be generated to a screen or printed out by the 
printer. The player report may include, among other things, 
player Statistics, game reports including player account 
balances and play by play game information. Advanta 
geously, the System according to the illustrative embodiment 
of the present invention facilitates lottery-type game play 
with which the Software including gaming programs and 
algorithms, accounting and bookkeeping programs, etc. can 
be totally resident at the control Station. Accordingly, game 
Software need not be resident at the lottery terminals. 
0071 Referring to FIG. 17, a schematic diagram is 
shown for terminal 202. Terminal 202 includes a processor 
262 for generating graphics on a display 260. Processor 262 
includes Software in memory 264 for processing input 
commands from input devices. Input devices may include 
any one or a combination of an object 266, a mouse 268, a 
card/reader 270 and/or a keypad 272. Object 266 may 
include a playerS finger or other device for indicating 
obscured regions 242 (FIG. 18) to be revealed if a touch 
screen display is employed for display 260. Mouse 268 may 
be used to control an on-Screen cursor for Selecting various 
options presented to the player, for example indicating 
obscured regions 242 to be revealed or to initiate a print 
command, etc. Card/reader input 270 includes an insertion 
slot for a user or player card (card 300, see FIGS. 21A and 
21B). Data stored on the card is input and transmitted to 
central Station 212 for processing. Keypad 272 is used to 
enter alphanumeric data and/or execute commands, etc. as is 
known in the art. 

0072. As shown FIG. 19, lottery terminals 202 may 
include a conveniently located terminal 348 Such as a 
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vending machine or an automated teller machine (ATM) for 
implementing lottery-type games in accordance with the 
present invention. Interaction with central Station 212 occurs 
through a dedicated link. Input keypad 350 or touch screen 
display 352 located at terminals 348 are used to interact with 
the system of the present invention. Terminal 348 preferably 
include a printer 354 for printing game reports/player reports 
356 as described above, and a card reader/writer 358 is 
provided. Terminals 348 can advantageously provide the 
features for playing lottery type games remotely from the 
central station as described above. Further, as shown in FIG. 
20, a lottery ticket/record 360 may be printed out as proof 
of winning or to provide a record of the transaction. 

0073) Referring to FIG. 18, the present invention pro 
vides virtual Scratch off games which are played on a Video 
display 240 of terminals 202, 238 or 348. An illustrative 
game is shown to explain aspects of the present invention. 
Obscured regions 242 are provided to terminal 202 by 
central station 212. Obscured regions 242 obscure a symbol 
or result of a lottery game. Obscured regions 242 may be 
Selected by the player to reveal a result for that ticket. In one 
embodiment, the result is dependent on which obscured 
regions are Selected, for example a Symbol or prize is won 
if a pair or more of Symbols are unobscured prior to 
unobscuring a predetermined number of regions 242. For 
example, if three Symbols are the same and Six unobscured 
regions are presented, a winner may be determined based on 
unobscuring the three symbols in Say, 4 attempts (one 
attempt equaling unobscuring one region). State sponsored 
Scratch-off games may be implemented in a virtual Scratch 
off game in accordance with the present invention. Prede 
termined odds and a number of winners are determined prior 
to play at central station 212. The display of terminals 202 
may be a touch Screen display which permits virtual Scratch 
ing off of obscured regions 242. 
0.074 Players may participate in a lottery game, either a 
State Sponsored game as accessed through a lottery computer 
232 (FIG. 15) or a non-state sponsored lottery game. Players 
Select numbers at terminals. The numbers are transmitted to 
game Server 220 for Storage. In a non-State sponsored lottery 
drawing, an instant drawing may be held and the results 
transmitted directly to terminals. Drawings may be provided 
by central Station 212 for individual terminals, for a given 
kiosk, to a specific locale or to all players. 

0075) Referring to FIGS. 21A and 21B, a front (FIG. 
21A) and back (FIG. 21B) of an identification card 300 is 
shown. Identification card includes at least one magnetic 
Strip 302 for Storing player identification information, player 
Statistics, account information and balances or other perti 
nent information. Magnetic strip 302 is read at terminal 202 
by a magnetic Strip reader, for example a three track mag 
netic Strip reader. Card 300 also provides a Signature region 
304 and a display region 306 which may include written 
identification information or graphic information, Such as a 
photograph. Terminals 202 provide access to central Station 
by inserting card 300 therein. Other access methods may 
also be provided, Such as password acceSS during log on. 

0.076 Having described preferred embodiments of a 
novel interactive computer gaming System (which are 
intended to be illustrative and not limiting), it is noted that 
modifications and variations can be made by perSons skilled 
in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be 
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understood that changes may be made in the particular 
embodiments of the invention disclosed which are within the 
Scope and Spirit of the invention as outlined by the appended 
claims. Having thus described the invention with the details 
and particularity required by the patent laws, what is claimed 
and desired protected by Letters Patent is set forth in the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A remotely accessed lottery System comprising: 
at least one gaming location including a plurality of 

terminals, each terminal including a display and an 
input device, the terminals being connected on a local 
area network; 

a dedicated transmission link coupled to the local area 
network, 

a central Station remotely disposed relative to the at least 
one gaming location, the central Station coupled to the 
local area network by the dedicated transmission link, 

the central Station further comprising: 
at least one computer for generating tickets to be sent 

to the terminals pursuant to requests by players to 
participate, wherein the tickets are digitally rendered 
on a display of the terminals and have outcomes 
predetermined at the central Station prior to the 
request for purchase; and 

means for updating player accounts responsive to 
requests for participation and winning results as 
determined at the central Station. 

2. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 1, wherein the terminals further comprise a printer 
device for providing a printout of tickets displayed on the 
display. 

3. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 1, wherein the dedicated link includes a wide area 
network. 

4. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 1, wherein the terminals are arranged in a kiosk at the 
gaming location. 

5. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 1, wherein the tickets include obscured regions having 
a result invisible to the player wherein the player indicates 
obscured regions to be revealed thereby revealing a winning 
or a losing ticket. 

6. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 5, wherein the terminal includes a mouse input device 
for controlling a location of an on-Screen cursor, the mouse 
input device for indicating by the player which obscured 
regions to reveal. 

7. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 6, further including means for detecting and revealing 
only portions of the obscured region Selected by the mouse. 

8. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 5, wherein the display is a touch Screen display and the 
obscured regions are revealed by the player touching the 
obscured regions to be revealed. 

9. The remotely accessed lottery system as recited in 
claim 1, wherein the central Station further comprises means 
for accessing a State sponsored lottery computer for provid 
ing State Sponsored lottery games to players. 

10. A remotely accessed lottery System for playing virtual 
Scratch off games comprising: 
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at least one gaming location including a plurality of 
terminals, each terminal including a display and an 
input device, the terminals being connected on a local 
area network; 

the input device including a card reader for reading an 
identification card having memory Storage thereon, the 
card having identification information, account balance 
information and Statistical information Stored thereon; 

a dedicated transmission link coupled to the local area 
network; 

a central Station remotely disposed relative to the at least 
one gaming location, the central Station coupled to the 
local area network by the dedicated transmission link, 

the central Station further comprising: 
at least one computer for generating tickets to be sent 

to the terminals pursuant to requests by players to 
participate, wherein the tickets are digitally rendered 
on a display of the terminals and have outcomes 
predetermined at the central Station prior to the 
request for purchase; and 

means for updating player accounts responsive to 
requests for participation and winning results as 
determined at the central Station, updates determined 
at the central Station being transmitted and Stored on 
the card. 

11. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 10, wherein the terminals further comprise a printer 
device for providing a printout of tickets displayed on the 
display. 

12. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 10, wherein the dedicated link includes a wide area 
network. 

13. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 10, wherein the terminals are arranged in a kiosk at the 
gaming location. 

14. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 10, wherein the tickets include obscured regions 
having a result invisible to the player wherein the player 
indicates obscured regions to be revealed thereby revealing 
a winning or a losing ticket. 
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15. The remotely accessed lottery system as recited in 
claim 14, wherein the terminal includes a mouse input 
device for controlling a location of an on-screen cursor, the 
mouse input device for indicating by the player which 
obscured regions to reveal. 

16. The remotely accessed lottery System as recited in 
claim 14, wherein the display is a touch Screen display and 
the obscured regions are revealed by the player touching the 
obscured regions to be revealed. 

17. The remotely accessed lottery system as recited in 
claim 10, wherein the card includes a magnetic Strip for 
memory Storage. 

18. A method for playing a scratch off lottery game with 
Virtual tickets comprising the Steps of: 

providing terminals each having a display and an input 
device, the terminals being linked to a remotely dis 
posed central Station by a dedicated link, 

generating tickets at the central Station prior to player 
requests for tickets Such that winning tickets are pre 
determined at the central Station prior to player partici 
pation; 

transmitting tickets to be displayed on the displayS, the 
tickets having obscured regions for obscuring ticket 
information regarding winning Status, and 

revealing obscured regions on the tickets by a player to 
determine if the player has a winning ticket. 

19. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the step of 
revealing obscured regions includes providing a mouse input 
device for controlling a location of an on-screen cursor, the 
mouse input device for indicating by the player which 
obscured regions to reveal. 

20. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the display 
is a touch Screen display and further comprising the Step of 
touching the display by the player to indicate the obscured 
regions to be revealed. 

21. The method as recited in claim 18, further comprises 
the Step of accessing the central Station by inserting a card 
into the input device, the card including personal informa 
tion, account balance information and Statistical information 
about the player. 


